Declaration for Participating in CEMCA - Community Radio Video Challenge 2021

I Mr./Ms. ________________________________, Class ________, Year__________, am a student of {Name of the Department/Institute} ________________________________, do hereby declare that the video (Work) entitled

__________________________________________ submitted by me for entry to the CEMCA Community Radio Video Challenge 2021 is my original work, the script of which is attached here with this declaration. (Please attach the script)

I also do hereby declare the following:

1. While the video is my original work, CEMCA or its partner organisation shall not be responsible for the content, description or presentation of ideas there in and I am wholly responsible for the same;
2. All assistance taken during the production of the video are duly acknowledged, and I assert the rights on the Work to be treated as the owner of the video;
3. The Work does not infringe any third party copyright or trademark, or violate the rights of any person or entity;
4. Being the owner of the work, I agree to release the work in Creative Commons License CC-BY-SA, and understand its full implications of allowing others to copy, adapt, distribute and transmit the work with full attribution (Details of the license is available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/);
5. The ownership of the video remains with the undersigned, though CEMCA and its partner organizations may use the same under the above license and distribute it in any manner with due attribution to the original creator;
6. The Work does not contain material that is obscene, defamatory, libelous, threatening, pornographic, offensive, or encourages conduct that would be considered a criminal offense, gives rise to civil liability, or violates any law (including, without limitation, the privacy or publicity rights of any individual whose likeness appears in the work). The Work is appropriate for viewing by the general public;
7. I have submitted only one video for the competition, and understand that the judging decisions are final and non-appealable. I hereby agree that all discussions, evaluations and other information related to the judging process will not be disclosed publicly or to those entering the competition;

8. I understand that the Community Radio Video Challenge is organised by CEMCA to encourage young media professionals to think about alternative media such as Community Radio, and therefore, the work if acceptable in the competition shall be available as resources on Community Radio for wider use by the people.

Date: ____________________________  Signature of the Student/Participant

**Recommendation:**
I ____________________________, certify that Mr./Ms. _____________________________,
Class ____________, Year ___________________ is a bonafide student of this University / Institute and to the best of my knowledge the video entitled ____________________________ submitted by him/her to CEMCA Community Radio Video Challenge 2021 is original and has been produced by him/her.

I recommend this film for consideration in the competition.

Date: ____________________________  Signature of the Head of the Department/Director of the Institute